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Abstract: 
War cemeteries and enemy remains  
 
In the corner of a civil cemetery on the outskirts of a small rural town in Australia, are the remains of 

four Australians, killed on home soil during the Asia Pacific War. This is unusual for Australia, where 

most enemy action took place extraterritorially. Within the same Commonwealth War Graves 

Commission cemetery are the war remains of over five hundred Japanese nationals, several hundred 

of whom died in the Cowra Breakout, a mass escape attempt of Japanese prisoners of war in 1944.   

The Cowra Japanese War Cemetery is a not only a site of pilgrimage for Japanese nationals but is a 

physical representation of “…the difficulties of coming to terms with the past, personal and national” 

(Kobayashi and Ziino 2009).   

 

This papers asks what does it mean for war memory when the casualties of war find a permanent 

home in the soil of their former enemy, and how does it affect the use of such military mortuary 

spaces when transnational and transcultural commemorative practices are undertaken within the 

same space. With fewer and fewer survivors of the Asia Pacific War alive to convey survivor 

testimony, the stage of post memory into which that conflict is now entering offers an opportunity 

to consider methods of engagement to connect the historical record and the physical fabric that 

remains, on to the landscape of shared cultural memories ((Hirsch 2008; Ashplant Dawson and 

Roper 2000).  

 

While much scholarship of World War Two has focussed on the war in Europe, the Asia Pacific War 

offers an opportunity on which to explore the representation of recent history where transnational 

and transcultural conflicts were, and sometimes continue, in place.   War memory, and the transfer 

of survivor memory across generations has been contemplated extensively within academia, though 

less so through digital documentation. This presents the opportunity to investigate at the 

intersection of memory studies, heritage studies, and commemorative practices (Smith and Akagawa 

2009). By using spatial and temporal examination of selected military mortuary spaces that hold 



enemy remains, including the Cowra war cemeteries, investigation will made of what these methods 

can reveal of how military mortuary sites have been used by former combatants to commemorate 

their war dead; how post-war reconciliation relationships have unfolded, particularly in a climate of 

lingering hostility; and how these collocated war remains have contributed to the development of a 

shared transnational cultural memory.   

 

 
 
 


